ABSTRACT KEYWORDS This paper describes the design, installation, testing and operating experience of a transient excitation boosting system at Grand Coulee Third Powerplant on the Columbia River in Washington state. Test results are not included in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the expansion of the Pacific HVDC Intertie has provided for up to an additional 3100 MW of transmission capacity. This intertie liiks the pacific northwest and southern California power systems and runs in parallel to the ac system. Normally, the power flow is north-to-south to the areas of largest load in California. However, south-to-north power flow is possible and disruption of flow under this condition can leave the pacific northwest generation deficient, resulting in loss of voltage support, load shedding, and interarea power swings on the parallel ac system. Bipolar outage with unsuccessful restart on the dc tie is considered to be a credible contingency. Therefore, methods of providing reactive power support in the northwest have been studied as solutions to this problem by the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) [l] , [2] .
Among the solutions investigated were mechanically switched shunt capacitors, static var compensators, switched series capacitors, dc reactive modulation, and generator transient excitation boosting (TEB) [l] . In 1986, BPA approached the Bureau of Reclamation with a proposal to investigate the design, installation, and testing of transient excitation boosting on the 4000 MVA Grand Coulee Third Powerplant on the Columbia River in eastern Washington state. A formal agreement was reached in September 1987 to begin this work.
The arrangement calls for BPA to detect the HVDC trip, under the specified system conditions, to generate the transfer trigger signal and to transmit it over microwave to Grand Coulee. At Grand Coulee, the signal is connected to trigger any or all of the six transient excitation boosting systems on the Third Powerplant generators depending on system loading.
Reclamation engineers designed, developed, installed and tested the transient excitation boosting system hardware and software as well as the plant modifications needed to interface the TEB system to the existing control systems and the communication hardware furnished by BPA. The TEB module Block Diagram was designed to be installed in the existing static excitation systems and interface to their solid state regulators. The TEB design includes the use of an embedded microprocessor, the first time a digital computer has been used within a Reclamation excitation system for closed-loop control.
Onsite modifications were carried out by Reclamation maintenance forces as outages on the generators permitted.
Testing of the individual TEB systems took place as soon as each unit was ready to return to seMce. The installation and testing of the 6rst unit took place in November 1988 and of the sixth unit in June 1990. Full system testing, of all components of TEB in conjunction with the power system, will take place in April 1991.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The major components of the TEB system are shown in Figure 1 The "available-unavailable" status contacts of each TEB unit are connected to a point scanner in the communications equipment from which the status is relayed via the microwave back to Celilo. This status informs BPA of the level of response it will get from Grand Coulee if boost is triggered. TEB "available" status for a given unit is defined as a TEB unit being armed with no failures and the generator excitation level being such that a full boost of 8% would result if triggered.
The plant control system was designed to monitor the TEB hardware for failure and to take corrective action in such an event. Upon failure of the TEB module, an output relay contact closes into the 125 Vdc control scheme to "trip" the TEB control circuit, thus disconnecting the TEB logic level output from the regulator. This control circuity is manually resettable, requiring repair of the failure and operator action to reset the circuit before the module can be armed again. Failure of the module will also initiate alarms in the plant annunciator system. Control, indication, and alarm of PSS functions were redesigned to be consistent with those created for the TEB system.
HARDWARE AND SOFIWARE
The TEB function is an on-demand active signal which is quiescent most of the time. This presented the unique problem for the analog function designer of how to determine if the TEB unit is operational when the output is normally zero. When the unit is called upon to function it is too late to detect a failure. Reclamation engineers decided to use an embedded single-board data acquisition and control microcomputer to implement the BPA-defined TEB waveform in software. This seems like overkill for the simple TEB function, but the computer hardware and software gave the engineers a lot of flexibility and maintenance advantages.
The software in firmware form was designed to run diagnostics on the hardware continuously. Problems or failures are quickly detected for improved reliability and availability for triggering from Celilo. Also, the computer firmware aids the maintenance personnel in correcting any problems by using encoded indicator lights to flag the source of the problem. The hardware is all modularly constructed for quick removal and replacement. Lab test equipment was designed for the detailed testing and repair of the modular components.
When a trigger signal is received by a TEB unit, it is in the form of an interrupt to the diagnostics software. The interrupt service routine generates the TEB waveform of 
TEB Waveform Definitions
During the waveform generation and output, the software monitors the three phases of terminal voltage potential transformer secondary voltage for excessive overvoltage with an adjustable hard limit at 110% of nominal. If terminal voltage does exceed this limit, the TEB waveform output is retreated in value until the terminal voltage value falls below this limiting point. The output level is held until the actual waveform value falls below this freeze level before continuing normal output.
The system parameters are adjusted by clearly labeled BCD switches on a parameter input board and are read by the firmware on power up or reset. The firmware has two modes of operation. The first mode, called the ''run'' mode, is as described above where the software does continuous diagnostics on all hardware and is triggered to generate the TEB waveform. The second mode, called the "test" mode, is for calibration of the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters in the system and must be manually invoked by maintenance personnel. The diagnostics tests include computer math and memory checks, A/D and D/A checks, power supplies a 9 2 within range, and main output to the regulator at zero until a trigger has occurred.
INSTALLATION
Of the six Third Powerplant generators, three of them, G19-21, are Westinghouse units and the other three, G22-24, are Canadian General Electric. These units were installed in the 1968 to 1W8time period and all sixare furnishedwith fully static, self-excited excitation systems.
In the Westingbouseunits,theTEBmod~wasmoontedinthelagic control drawer of the regulator. This instahtion was difticult because the space was very limited. In the Canadian General Electric units, the TEB module was located in the regulator panel of the excitation lineup. Here, the installation was relatively easy because there was more space.
The TEE modules were mounted in such a way as to be easily accessible for testing and maintenance. The d a t e d power supplies were mounted nearby. Transient input and output protection was provided for all signals going to the TEB modules to protect the computer from highvoltage noise and spikes in the e~e r n a l world of the generator. This protection was very effective in eliminating computer malfunctions during normal unit starts, stops, and loading operations. Control devices such as terminal blocks and auxiliary relays were mounted on nearby panels in the excitation cubicle.
The installation required partial rewiring of the logic level control circuits between regulator logic modules. Where the new wiring was routed to the control relays, twisted shielded pair cable was used to reduce electromagnetic noise in the regulator circuits.
At the unit control boards, control switches, indicatbg lights and terminal blocks were mounted. Some rewiring in the control boards was also necessary. Multiconductor, shielded control cabling was installed in cable trays and conduit to interconnect the transfer trip cabinet, control boards, excitationcubicles, remote terminal units of the PMSC system, and DFRs.
A reliable source of 1u) Vac power for the TEB modules was furnished from the unit inverter. A thorough checkout of all wiring was made before circuits were energized and all control and alarm circuits were fully exercised before starting the generator. Because the regulator circuits had been modified, regulator action was carefully monitored and veri6ed
when voltage was applied to the generator.
When the 125 Vdc control system for TEE was designed, it became obvious that the control system for the existing PSS system should also be revised. The previous PSS control design allowed possible operator misunderstanding since the activating control switch was a "maintained" type which was often left in the "ON" position. This "ON" indication of the switch would sometimes conflict with the "ON" and "OFF' indicating lights when the generator was off line or if PSS had tripped for internal failure. In these iases, the PSS would not truly be "ON" despite the control switch position. The PSS c o d scheme was redesigned to replace the maintained type mntrol switch with a spring-return-to-neutral type so that the indicating lights do not conflict with the switch position in providing the operator with the status of the PSS. Operator interactkm with both the TEB and PSS control systems is the same both have spring-return-to-normal control switches to activate the system and red and green indica-lights for "ON" and "OFF" or "ARMED" and "DISARMED" indication.
COMMISSIONING
The generators were taken out of service, one at a time, for the installation of the TEB hardware and wiring moditications. Whentheinstallation was done, each generator and affected control circuitry was recommissioned as though the unit was new. This procedure gave the best opportunity to test all systems and make sure that the regulators were in good working order. The excitation system testing included off-line and on-line alignment checks at various loads with and without PSS and TEB.
The TEB units were checked with the generators off line first to make sure the boosting and limiting functions worked correctly along with the protection, alarm, and control circuitry.
On-line testing consisted of terminal voltage boosts at light load (about 1OOV and thenboosts near full load [3] . After on-line testiag, the generators were returned to 'available" status withPS armed and TEB disarmed until power system testing of TEB with BPA could take place.
OPERATING EXPERIENCE
Since the installation of the 6rst TEB module in November of 1988, some temperature-related failures of several modular power supplies have been experienced. These supplies have been recently replaced with a better temperature-stable openframe design with failures being eliminated as a result. Since all six TEB modules were installed and made operational, there has been only one failure due to computer hardware infant mortality. The watchdog timer detected this quickly and annunciated the failure to the operator. Maintenance personnel replaced the failed computer board and returned the module to service in very short order.
CONCLUSIONS
Generator transient excitation can be more cost effective than static var systems for providing reactive support to a power system [l] . At Grand Coulee, transient excitation boosting Power Engineering Society and has served on several working groups preparing guides on hydro plant control, rehabilitation, and automation. Mr. Osburn is a registered Professional Engineer in the State of Colorado and is presently a supervisor in the Plant Control section at the Engineering and Research Center in Denver, Colorado. system design, development, installation, and testing was accomplished in reasonable time with minimal cost. The installed TEB system provides significant reactive power support to the northwest power system from this 4OOO MVA hydroelectric powerplant.
One of the challenges was to design a microprocessorbased TEB module that would interface to existing solid state regulators on the six Third Powerplant generators and physically fit into the limited space available. This use of an embedded digital computer in an exciter control system is a first for Reclamation powerplants. Redundancy, fail-safe circuitry, and complete status indication and alarms were designed into the TEB system from the start.
Installation of the TEB system was challenging since it involved significant changes to the regulator e m g . Also significant were the amounts of control cabling and wiring changes needed in existing plant control systems. Power system stabilizer control system changes were necessary to make TEB and PSS control philosophies similar.
Testing of individual TEB units have been successful. Transient excitation boosting at Grand Coulee is expected to be fully successful in helping support system voltage.
Power system testing of TEB with multiple generators on line will take place in April of 1991. Clarification of the application will aid the reader. The control is intended to improve transient stability of the Pacific AC Intertie for forced outages of the parallel 3100 MW Pacific DC Intertie. The control is for normal operation, with north-to-south power flow on both interties. The control is being used for both monopolar and bipolar HVDC outages (loss of HVDC power greater than 800 MW).
Following an HVDC outage, voltage regulators at power plants such as Grand Coulee first respond to mild over-voltages due to the HVDC load rejection. Power system stabilizers (frequency input signal) respond to the nearby hydro generator dropping by also transiently depressing excitation (hydro generation dropping is used for HVDC power loss greater than 1600 MW). The electromechanical swing center is in Northern California -remote from sending-end power plants in the Northwest and British Columbia. As Northwest generators accelerate and Southwest generator decelerate, generator terminal voltages at units remote from the swing center do not sag enough for significant voltage regulator boosting. Thus, for critical disturbances, the powerful excitation systems are underutilized.
The transient excitation boosting significantly improves transient stability by raising sending-end voltages. This increases Northwest voltage-sensitive load. The increased load brakes accelerating Northwest generators.
System-wide commissioning tests were conducted on 7 May 1991. Four Grand Coulee units were available for the tests. Three tests involved excitation boosting of the four units without HVDC power change. Two tests involved 1000 MW HVDC fast power reduction without and with TEB .
Although a report i s being prepared, I will present sample results for one of the TEB tests without HVDC power change. Time -seconds Taylor also provided much appreciated technical comment at the presentation of our paper. We look forward to Mr. Taylor's publication of TEB test results.
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